Government of

Gouvernement des

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Ouest
May 18 th , 2018
Kennady Diamonds Inc.
P.O. Box 216
2315-161 Bay Street
TORONTO, ON MSJ 2Sl

Attention:
Re:

Mr. Rory Moore

Land Use Permit MV2016C0030
Mineral Exploration
Kennady Lake, Long Lake & Doyle Area, NT

Dear Mr. Moore,
An inspection of the Kelvin Camp, Winter Diamond Drill Program, and associated Winter Roads and access trails
was conducted by Inspectors Clint Ambrose and Brandon Bradbury on May 9 th , 2018. The inspection was carried
to ensure that all operating conditions annexed to the above noted land use permit are being adhered to during
this land use operation. All findings of the inspection were discussed onsite with Ms. Lindsay Nelson of Aurora
Geosciences Ltd. (Contractor) and Northtech Drilling personnel (Sub-Contractor).
Previously noted concerns have been satisfactorily addressed and the only concern noted at the camp was a minor
fuel spill at the gasoline transfer location which was addressed immediately during the inspection. The diamond
drill program was nearing completion at the time of the inspection and unfortunately a major concern was noted
with the release of drill waste onto the ice surface of an unnamed lake west of Faraday Lake.
Inspectors were disappointed with the Contractors negligence to adhere to operating conditions #4 7 & #SO of the
land use permit and unfortunately this is the second occurrence where excessive drill waste got released onto the
ice surface during this winter diamond drill program.

Failure to comply with operating conditions of this land use permit during future land use operations may
leave the Inspector with no alternative but to initiate further enforcement action.
Your copy of the Environmental Inspection Report is enclosed and should be self-explanatory. If you have any
questions or concerns, please contact the undersigned at (867) 767-9187 ext 24193 or Mr. Clint Ambrose at (867)
767-9188.
Sincerely,

Brandon Bradbury
Resource Management Officer II (Inspector)
North Slave Regional Office
GNWT - Department of Lands
cc:

MVLWB
Aurora Geosciences Ltd. - via email
Infinity Vegetation Recovery - via email
Northtech Drilling Ltd. - via email

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9

www.gov.nt.ca
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ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION REPORT
Permittee:

Land Use Permit No.

Kennady Diamonds Inc.

Inspection Date: May 9th, 2018
. EXPirY Date
p erm1t

Last p rev10us nspection

MV2016C0030

February 15 th , 2022

February 20th, 2018

Aurora Geosciences Ltd.

Subcontractor:

Infinity Vegetation Recovery

Quarrying Permit No.
Contractor:

Northtech Drilling Ltd.

Location(s) Inspected:

Kelvin Camp, Diamond Drill Program, and associated Winter Roads.

Current Stage of
Operation:

Kelvin Camp is occupied with 32 people, and the winter diamond drill program was completed on
May 16 th , 2018 with a total of35 lake based targets and 3 land based targets.
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Pcogram Modifications

Approved:

Condition of Operation "A" - Acceptable "U" - Unacceptable "N/A" - Not Applicable
Operating Condition

Aspect Inspected
Kelvin
Camp

Drill
Program

Winter
Roads

Condition

A

Location and Area

A

A

A

B

Time

A

A

A

C

Type and Size of Equipment

A

A

A

D

Methods and Techniques

A

A*

A

E

Type, Location, Capacity and Operation of All Facilities

A

A

A

F

Control or Prevention of Ponding of Water, Flooding,
Erosion, Slides and Subsidence of Land

A

A

A

G

Use, Storage, Handling and Ultimate Disposal of Any
Chemical or Toxic Material

A

A

#4 7 Drilling near water

A

u
u

A

#SO Drilling Waste
Containment

H

Wildlife and Fisheries Habitat

A

A

A

I

Storage, Handling and Disposal of Refuse or Sewage

A

A

A

J

Protection of Historical, Archeological and Burial Sites

A

A

A

K

Objects and Places of Recreational, Scenic or
Ecological Value

N/A

N/A

N/A

L

Security Deposit

A

A

A

M

Fuel Storage

A*

A

A

A*

u

A

#18 Drill Casings

#72 Secondary containment
refueling
#83 Clean-up Spills

N

Methods and Techniques for Debris and Brush
Disposal

A

A

A

0

Restoration of the Lands

A

A

A

p

Display of Permits and Permit Numbers

A

A

A

Q

Matters Not Inconsistent With the Regulations

A

A

A

R

Sections 8 to 16 M.V.L.U.R.

A

A

A
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An inspection of the Kelvin Camp, Diamond Drill Program, and associated winter roads was conducted by Inspectors Clint
Ambrose and Brandon Bradbury on May 9 th , 2018. The inspection was carried out to ensure that all operating conditions
annexed to the above noted land use permit are being adhered to during this land use operation. All findings of the
inspection were discussed onsite with Ms. Lindsay Nelson of Aurora Geosciences Ltd. (Contractor) and Northtech Drilling
personnel (Sub-Contractor).
Kelvin Camp

The camp and associated infrastructure can be viewed in Photos #1 through #16 and at the time of the inspection the camp
was occupied with approximately 32 people to support mineral exploration activities.
Drummed fuel is being used throughout camp for the kitchen (Photo #3) and sleeper tents (Photo #4) and no concerns
were noted since all drums were placed in secondary containment structures, fuel lines were properly diapered with
absorbent matting, staged drums were in the upright position, and no obvious hydrocarbon spills were observed.
Waste streams at the Kelvin Camp include grey water, sewage and domestic garbage. During previous land use operations,
grey water was observed at the toe of the sump when camp occupancy was up and although no concerns were noted during
the inspection, the Permittee has made efforts to address potential concerns with overtopping by conducting regular
inspections of the sump (Photo #5). A vacuum truck has been used to suck out the sump and dispose of grey water into the
RC cuttings sump north of the camp which is acceptable. The vacuum truck is also made readily available to address
potential grey water concerns during future land use operations.
Sewage is being managed with the use of Pacto Bags and the bags are being shipped offsite for proper disposal at an
authorized disposal facility. Domestic garbage is being segregated, stored in the incinerator shed (Condition #60), and
shipped offsite for proper disposal as the camp incinerator was not operational at the time of the inspection (Photo #6). Ms.
Nelson informed the Inspectors that Twin Otters and a Dash-7 fixed wing aircraft are being utilized for the removal and
disposal of domestic and human waste and the Inspectors had no concerns with this method of waste disposal (Conditions
#61 &#62).
The Inspectors are pleased to report that domestic waste and Pacto Bags along with various other waste items were
removed from Kelvin Camp via fixed wing aircraft on May 12 th, 2018. The Permittee's cooperation to adhere to operating
conditions of this land use permit is appreciated and it is imperative that waste generated on site continues to be removed
at the earliest convenience on an ongoing basis to prevent accumulation.
Electric pumps are used to transfer drummed fuel into a top feed double walled fuel cube (Photo #7) which supplies the
camp generators. No concerns were noted with fuel handling at the fuel cube and generator building since no obvious
hydrocarbon spills were observed, pumps were placed in secondary containment, and absorbent matting was made readily
available to respond to potential hydrocarbon spills. The generators were also placed in secondary containment (Photo #8)
and as a reminder, the absorbent matting must be changed as they become damaged or saturated with fuel.
A previously noted concern regarding a spill at the 8500 Litre Westeel double walled envirotank has been satisfactorily
addressed and the Permittees cooperation to address this concern is appreciated. The envirotank is staged in tertiary
containment (Photo #9) and is used primarily for indoor fuel transfers inside the Infinity shop (Photo #10). Drummed fuel
is transferred into the envirotank with an electric fuel pump and no concerns were noted since no obvious hydrocarbon
spills were observed adjacent to the tank, no overtopping has occurred, fuel nozzles were placed in tertiary containment,
and it appears that secondary containment is being utilized during fuel transfers.
Drums of diesel are also stored adjacent to the Infinity shop (Photo #11) and no major concerns were noted since the cache
was placed in secondary containment, drums were properly labeled, and all drums were in the upright position, banded,
and on pallets. Empty fuel drums are staged south of Kelvin Camp for proper offsite disposal and although no concerns
were noted, the Permittee must ensure that empty fuel drums are being removed for offsite disposal at an authorized
facility on an on-going basis.
Although the gasoline fuel transfer area is placed in secondary containment, it appears that hydrocarbons have spilled onto
the underlying snow (Photo #12) during fuel transfers that could have been avoided if the Permittee adhered to operating
Condition #72 of this land use permit (Secondary Containment Refueling). The Inspectors notified camp personnel of this
concern and the concern was addressed immediately along with other minor spills (Condition #83) in the equipment
laydown near the Infinity shop (Photo #13). The Permittee must ensure that all refueling points in the land use area are set
up with secondary containment during all fuel transfers to reduce the likelihood ofa spill from occurring and to comply
with Condition #72.
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Hydrocarbon impacted snow is being containerized in blue re-sealable rain barrels and impermeable bags (Photos #14 &
#15) and will be treated on-site (Photo #16). The water surface will be mopped up with hydrophobic absorbent matting
prior to treatment and once completed, the water will be gravity fed through a dual Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) filter
to remove hydrocarbons prior to discharge.
Once acceptable water quality is met the water will be disposed of overland >100m from any watercourses and as a
reminder, the Permittee must ensure that the end of the pipe is diffused to prevent sedimentation and erosional concerns.
On May 14th , 2018 Ms. Nelson provided the filtered water sample data to the Inspectors which meets the requirements of
Alberta's Soil and Groundwater Remediation Guidelines and the Permittee was granted permission to discharge treated
water.

2018 Winter Diamond Drill Pro!D"am
Diamond drilling has been underway since February 15 th , 2018 and at the time of the inspection three (3) active drills were
nearing completion of the winter drill program (Photos #17 through #19). Inspectors were notified on May 16 th , 2018 that
the winter diamond drill program was completed with a total of 35 lake based targets and three (3) land based targets.
Drill holes on completed sites have been plugged and sealed with cement and the casing is being pulled or cut flush to the
ground surface as required by Condition #18.
A small dozer and a snowcat are being used to clean up completed drill sites to ensure no drill cuttings or hydrocarbon

spills remains. The ice surface is scraped up and all drill cuttings and ice are disposed of in an authorized sump> 100 meters
from any watercourses. An example of a completed and cleaned up drill site can be viewed in Photo #20.
Ancillary equipment (ie: generators, coil stoves, frost fighters, pump shacks) were all placed in secondary containment
structures with absorbent materials and appeared to be operating cleanly (Photo #21). Drummed fuel and top feed double
walled tidy tanks for the ancillary equipment and the power pack of the drill were placed in secondary containment, fittings
were properly diapered with absorbent matting, and fuel filters were placed in tertiary containment (Photos #22 through
#24).
Drill casings are set prior to diamond drilling and drilling was occurring in a closed circuit system. Minimal drill additives
are being utilized and the MSDS sheets have been provided to the Inspectors (Photo #25). Water usage is being metered for
total water withdrawal on every drill rig (Photo #26) and while drilling, cuttings and water are being contained at the collar
with a casing pot (Photo #27). Drill cuttings flow into a containment structure under the drill rig and a whipple pump is
used to transfer cuttings into the settling tank (Photo #28). Cuttings settle to the bottom of the tank and are later disposed
of into a sump >100m from any watercourses with 5 gallon pails. The remaining water is then re-circulated back into the
closed circuit system which reduces the total water withdrawal from watercourses in the land use area.
Two completed drill targets (KDI-18-019 & KDI-18-011) had some drill cuttings and hydrocarbon impacted ice/snow
observed at both locations (Photo #29 through #31) along with a drill anchor at KDI-18-019 that must be cut flush with the
ground prior to demobilization. North tech personnel were actively addressing these areas of concern by melting, chipping,
and segregating drill cuttings/impacted ice into mega bags (Photo #32) for proper disposal. Cuttings will be deposited in a
sump> 100m from any watercourses and all hydrocarbon impacted ice/snow will be treated with a GAC filter until water
quality is acceptable for overland discharge.
The last drill site inspected (KDI-18-022) was on an unnamed lake west ofFaraday Lake and it appears that drill waste was
released directly onto the ice surface which is unacceptable (Photos #33 & #34). The Inspectors were disappointed with the
Contractors negligence to adhere to operating Conditions #4 7 & #SO of this land use permit and unfortunately this is the
second occurrence where excessive drill waste have been released onto the ice surface during this winter diamond drill
program.
These concerns were addressed by sucking the water and cuttings up with a shop vac before the water froze and by
disposing the cuttings into a sump (Photo #35), and the drill anchor in Photo #29 was also cut flush with the ground surface
later that day. Although efforts were made to address these concerns, it is imperative that cuttings/water management at
every drill rig is diligently monitored to ensure compliance is maintained with Condition #SO of this permit throughout this
land use operation.

Failure to comply with operating conditions of this land use permit during future land use operations may leave
the Inspector with no alternative but to initiate further enforcement action.
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Winter Roads
Winter roads and access trails in the land use area were being very well maintained and no concerns were noted with the
condition of the roads since sufficient icing was present on all overland portages, no rutting or gouging was identified, and
no obvious hydrocarbon spills were observed (Photo #36). All equipment for the construction and maintenance of winter
roads were being placed on rig mats at the equipment laydown by the Infinity shop and secondary containment (ie: drip
trays) were being placed under the motors and hydraulic lines for summer storage. As a reminder, the Permittee must
diligently monitor the condition of portages as temperatures warm up to remain compliant with Conditions #19, and #32
to #34.
The Permittee provided a list of non-reportable spills to the Inspectors prior to the inspection and your cooperation is
appreciated and as a reminder, proper notifications must be provided to the Inspectors prior to demobilization from the
camp as per Condition #10 of the permit.
Your cooperation to adhere to operating conditions annexed to this land use permit during future land use operations is
anticipated and appreciated.

Complete off Site
Representative's Signature

Brandon Bradbury
Inspector

Inspector's Signature
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Photo #1 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Aerial overview of Kelvin camp and related infrastructure.
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Photo #2 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Another aerial view of Kelvin camp, consumables laydown. and the Infinity shop.

Photo #3 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Camp kitchen .
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Photo #4 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Active drums are in containment and drums are staged in the upright position at the sleeping tents by the kitchen.

1.

Photo #5 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Capacity in the grey water sump adjacent to the kitchen appears to be adequate and no concerns were noted.

Photo #6 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Double chambered incinerator was not operational and all domestic waste produced on site is being segregated and staged for offsite disposal.
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Photo #7 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Fuel is transferred to this double walled fuel cube that is used to supply the camp generators. Adequate spill response materials were present.
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Photo #8 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Camp generators were in secondary containment. The absorbant matting requires changing as they become saturated or damaged.
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Photo #9 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
This BS00L double walled fuel tank at the Infinity shop is primarily used for indoor fuel transfers in the Infinity shop.

Photo #10 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Fuel line and nozzel are placed in secondary containment and a spill kit was made readily available.

Photo #11 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Drummed fuel cache at the Infinity shop is properly labeled and in secondary containment.
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Photo #12 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Hydrocarbon impacted snow was observed beside this fuel transfer area. This concern was addressed immediately after it was identified.

Photo #13 • MV2016C0030 • Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Camp personnel actively cleaning up minor hydrocarbon spills at the Infinity shop.

Photo #14 • MV2016C0030 • Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Impacted snow is containerized in these blue barrels and staged for treatment with a Granular Acitvated Carbon filter (GAC)
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Photo #15 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Impacted snow contained in bags will be treated on site with a GAC filter.

Photo #16 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Hydrocarbon impacted water will be treated onsite with a GAC filter untill water quality is acceptable for overland disposal.
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Photo #17 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Aerial overview of three (3) active diamond drill rigs on lake based targets.
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Photo #18 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Diamond drill on a completed drill target (EXPlB-008).
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Photo #19- MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
diamond drill setup on a completed drill target (EXP18-006).
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Photo #20 • MV2016C0030 · Kennady Diamonds Inc.
View of a completed drill target where no concerns were noted.
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Photo #21- MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Genrators at the drill rigs were placed in secondary containment and absorbant materials were present.

Photo #22 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Drummed fuel at the drills were placed in secondary containment and the fittings were properly diapered with absorbant matting.

Photo #23 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
All fuel containers were placed in secondary containment structures and no concerns were noted with fuel handling.

Photo #24 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
The power pack of the diamond drill has absorbant matting placed underneath to contain hydrocarbon spills.

Photo #25 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Minimal drill muds are being used during drilling operations

Photo #26 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Water usage is being metered for total water withdrawal.

Photo #27 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Drill cuttings are being contained in a casing pot and pumped to a settling tank with a whipple pump.

Photo #28 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Drill cuttings and water are pumped > 100 meters from the OHWM of any watercourses and no concerns were noted.

Photo #29 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
View of drill target KDI -18-019. This drill target requires a thorough clean up of drill cuttings and the drill casing must be cut flush with the

Photo #30 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Another view of KDl-18-019. drill cuttings/ ice are being placed in megabags for overland disposal in a cuttings sump.

Photo #31- MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
This drilll target (KDI-18-011) requires further clean up of hydraulic fluid and drill cuttings.
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Photo #32 - MV2016C0030 • Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Drill cuttings at KDI-18-012 are being placed in megabags and disposed of overland into a sump >l00m from any watercourses.

Photo #33 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Unfortunately drill water and cuttings have spilled onto the ice surface at KDl-18-022. A thorough clean up of all cuttings and water must occur.

Photo #34 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
Another view of spilled drill water and cuttings at KDI-18-022.
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Photo #35 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
RC sump from the previous large diameter drill programs is being used for drill water and cuttings disposal.
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Photo #36 - MV2016C0030 - Kennady Diamonds Inc.
No concerns were noted with winter roads in the land use area.

